The Amavi Gift Set
INTRODUCING THE NEW
dōTERRA AMAVI™ GIFT SET*
Have you ever asked the men in your
life what their ideal day would look
like? Many men would say that the best
type of day for them would be one that
is free of to-do lists, deadlines, and
rushing around. The dōTERRA Amavi™
Gift Set has been created to help men
to take care of themselves, to slow
down, and to appreciate life.
This new limited-time kit includes
the dōTERRA Amavi™ Touch blend,
Onyx Balance Bath Bar, dōTERRA
Amavi™ Aftershave Lotion, Shave
Brush, Sisal Wash Cloth, and Mixing
Bowl with Spatula.
The name “Amavi” comes from the
Latin phrase “Veni, Vidi, Amavi” which
translates as “I came, I saw, I loved.” The
expression encapsulates the idea that
life is a journey to be experienced and
that joy can be found in all things.

dōTERRA Amavi™ Touch
This unique blend incudes the essential oils Buddha Wood, Balsam Fir Wood, Black Pepper Fruit, Hinoki, and Patchouli. Budda
Wood oil is currently exclusive to the dōTERRA Amavi™ blend and is the only way to experience the unique aroma of Buddha
Wood from dōTERRA. The grounding aroma of Amavi works with each individual’s chemistry to calm, uplift, and refocus the mind.
The Black Pepper content in Amavi Touch can help to calm feelings.
The blend is also formulated to soothe irritated skin and support its healthy appearance. The wood oils specifically help to calm
and soothe, while the herbs help to promote a youthful-looking appearance.

dōTERRA Amavi™ After Shave Lotion
The dōTERRA Amavi™ After Shave Lotion is soothing and calming to the skin. It goes beyond what you would expect from a typical
aftershave to offer intense hydration and reduce the appearance of blemishes for a smooth complexion. An added bonus is that it
also promotes firmer-looking, youthful skin. It helps to reduce the signs of aging and the appearance of wrinkles.
Similar to the Touch blend, the essential oils used in the After Shave Lotion are Buddah Wood oil, Tea Tree oil, Balsam Fir,
Peppermint oil, and Litsea Cubeba Fruit Oil. The formula is lightweight, non-greasy, and absorbs quickly into the skin. It is ideal for
use each morning after shaving and at night before bed.

Onyx Balance Bath Bar
This raw handmade-looking bath bar includes the ever-popular dōTERRA Balance™ blend. The Onyx Balance Bath Bar is an African
black soap made from plant-derived ingredients with naturally occurring vitamin E. It includes a unique combination of shea nut
butter, coconut oil, and palm kernel oil.
While some bath bars can seem to dry out the skin, thanks to the moisturising ingredients the Onyx Balance Bath Bar will
invigorate and refresh your whole body for a deep cleansing experience. Outside of the shower, the bar is also ideal to use for a
perfect close shave.
*Gift collections available while supplies last.

